
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 29 July 2022 

Compiled Fri. 29 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.‖ 

 

"We are in the Calm Before the Storm! So Much Happening Behind the Scenes. 

Manifestation Will Be Made to the Masses Sooner Than Later." 

 

…Coach Jerry 

 

Black Swan Event Imminent! 

FBI Corruption Exposed!  

Obamagate: Clinton/Obama/CIA Hired Terrorists! 

Fed Rate Hike To Unleash Avalanche Of Home Foreclosures & Market Drops! 

US Corporation to be Dismantled! 

Biden Crime Family to Reap Massive Profits from Monkey Pox Vaccines. 

Iraqi Dinar Has Revalued, to be Announced on Sat. 30 July 

 

Soon, at any moment a turn of events will trigger the unbelievable. Our entire government will 

be invalidated. Biden, Harris, Members of Congress and The Supreme Court will be removed. 

…Private Q Evidence 

 

“God‟s Plan for Me: To Love One Another.” 

Imagine how the world might be different if we all sought acceptance by accepting others, if 

fitting in meant making room, if we treated others the way we hope they would treat us. 

June 26, 2022- #4841 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

Judy Note: 

 WATCH THE WATER July 28 2022: CDC Warns Deadly Bacteria Found For the 

First Time In U.S. Soil, Water https://www.forbes.com/sites/roberthart/2022/07/28/cdc-

warns-of-potentially-deadly-bacteria-found-in-us-soil-and-water-for-first-time/ June 6 

2022: U.S. Issues New Warnings on 'Forever Chemicals' in Drinking Water 

https://www.reuters.com/legal/litigation/us-issues-new-warnings-forever-chemicals-

drinking-water-2022-06-16/ …Great Awakening World Trump + Q 

 WHO director arrested for Crimes Against Humanity, the WEF may be next: 

https://vancouvertimes.org/who-director-arrested-for-crimes-against-humanity/ 

 Elites Charged Who Paid for False Vaccination to be on Immunization Register: 

―Injected with a saline solution, Dr. Sousa-Faro, president of the European giant 
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PharmaMar, was among 2,200 European Elites charged with being falsely vaccinated 

against Covid-19. Afraid of the Jab, the Elites paid thousands to be added to an 

Immunization Register.‖ …Charlie Ward 

 Early Friday Morning EST 22 July at the US Treasury Chinese Elders Representatives 

signed documents that released the Global Currency Reset.  

 On Thurs. 28 July 2022 CERN was turned on for four years, while Zimbabwe issued 

their new gold currency, essentially making a bridge to a Gold Standard for 209 nations 

that have now officially joined the Global Currency Reset. 

 In the last two weeks Biden‟s personal financial deals with China and his connection 

to the CCP‟s foreign interference in his fraudulent 2020 Election (considered an Act 

of War) have been uncovered through Hunter Biden‘s Laptop. NY POST: Former Biz 

Partner Confirms Joe Biden Is The Big Guy. Joe was part of Hunter's deal making with 

China. https://nypost.com/cover/july-28-2022/ 

 Los Angeles to recycle BIOSLUDGE into tap water. Angelenos will soon be drinking 

recycled diarrhea and urine from the tap. https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-27-los-

angeles-to-recycle-biosludge-tap-water.html 

 In her just released book Dr. Birx admitted that she and Fauci lied to Trump and 

America about how to stop Covid, plus they altered the official Covid Reports. 

 Queen Elizabeth has announced she is giving up the Throne within weeks. 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 On Wed. 27 July Charlie Ward said that all 209 countries were now gold backed. 

 On Wed. 27 July Nadar from the Mid East posted two videos saying that the Dinar 

rate had revalued, but that new rate was not yet made public. 

 Thurs. 28 July MarkZ: After being on lockdown since Sat. 23 July, Iraqi citizens were 

now partying in the streets. It was rumored that the new Dinar Street Rate was $3.28 and 

that rate was moving up on the Forex. Bankers were positioning Tier 3 assets. 

 Thurs. 28 July Bruce: On Sat. 30 July the Iraqi Gazette will announce their Prime 

Minister, along with the new Iraqi Dinar Rate. The majority of Bond Holders have not 

been paid, but should be notified upon market close on Fri. 29 July. Tier 4B (us, the 

Internet Group) could receive our email notifications with the 800 number shortly after 

the Bond Holders notification, or they could wait until Mon. 1 Aug. Redemption Staff 

were ordered to be at their desks by noon on Sat. 30 July. 

 A Tier 3 Contact was notified that they would be funded late Mon. evening 25 July. 

On Tues. 26 July there were reports from two reliable sources that certain Paymaster sub 

accounts had been paid. These Contacts have been silent ever since. 

 Last Wed. 20 July the Chinese Elders refused to sign documents that would have 

released the RV because those documents had been changed from the original agreement. 

They gave the Cabal until Sun. 24 July to change back to the original agreement. By 
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early Friday morning EST 22 July the Chinese Elders had signed those documents at 

the US Treasury and the RV was released. 

 Mon. 25 July 11:49 pm WhipLash347: You all realize…GESARA has begun! 

Zimbabwe using Gold Coins starting today! https://t.me/Whiplash347/139039  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/07/25/zimbabwe-gold-coin-inflation/ 

 Russia and China has officially announce new global reserve currency: 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-and-china-officially-announce-new-global-

reserve-currency 

B. Thurs. 28 July 2022 The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net 667-770-1866 pin123456# 

 On Sat. 30 July the Iraqi Gazzette will be printed with the announcement of their PM, 

along with the new Iraqi Dinar Rate. 

 The majority of Bond Holders have not been paid, but should be notified around one 

hour after markets close on Fri. 29 July. 

 Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) would receive our email notifications with the 800 

number shortly after the Bond Holders notification on Fri. 29 July to Sat. 30 July. 

 Redemption Staff were ordered to be at their desks by noon on Sat. 30 July. 

 If we receive those notifications on Sat. 30 July, Tier4B could start their appointments 

by Sat. 30 July afternoon. 

 Tier 4B could also receive notifications on Mon. morning 1 Aug. 

C. Restored Republics: 

 All the Central Banks were seized in Operation Defender Europe 20 & 21. The Banks 

operating now were part of a movie. 

 Wed. 27 July the Russian, Israel, and Australian Military were quite aware that Star 

Link was a go. Their cables were smiling as they shared the news on the inside channels. 

…White Hat Intel 

 The US Alliance' movement is currently heavily directed towards Washington DC. 
This is the satanic symbolic seat of military power.  Trump is there and we expected 

some tangible events shortly.  

 In recent years the Military Earth Alliance Covert Operations have neutralized high-

level parasitic elites, bloodline families and secret societies. https://t.me/GitmoTV/16777 

 Vatican City, City of London, Washington DC, Federal Reserve and Central Banks 

have all been seized. https://t.me/SpecialQForces/28295 

https://t.me/SpecialQForces/28249 

 Game over for the Cabal: The Takedown of the Cabal from A to Z 

https://t.me/SpecialQForces/28305 

 A Worldwide Black Swan Event, Market Crash and Big Bank collapse was expected by 

the end of July. 
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 Soon to follow was Military Action that would invoke worldwide Martial Law, along 

with launch of the Emergency Broadcast System and a ten day lockdown of the world 

economy while eight hour documentary broadcast played 24/7 to inform the general 

public of reasons for worldwide Mass Arrests. 

 It was strongly advised to store a three week to three month supply of food, fuel and 

essential items as well as cash in case of ATM and bank failure. 

D. Global Financial Crisis: 

 Santa Surfing: What will happen when the housing markets plunge 30% 

worldwide? The US banks won't get a bailout like they used to! The Markets will have 

to plunge using fiat dollars in order for GESARA/ NESARA to roll out and Silver and 

Gold to begin spiking.   

 Zuckerberg's Meta, aka Facebook, reports the first-ever revenue drop and misses on 

earnings. https://www.disclose.tv/id/1552541907632504833/ 

 Blackrock just won record for the largest amount of money lost for it‟s clients: $1.7 

trillion over a six month period. 

 GDP results negative again. We are officially in a Recession, despite what Biden 

claims. Wake up! 

 Fed hikes interest rates by 75 points for the second straight month. 

 A former trader has told jurors that spoofing the gold price was common at Bear 

Stearns before the JP Morgan merger. It was common for a big bank to manipulate the 

gold price. https://twitter.com/GoldTelegraph_/status/1549129233942847489 

 Investors withdrew around $10 Billion from Blackrock in the quarter that ended in 

June, 2022. 

 Chinese Banks were rushing to raise record debt as the housing crisis began to spiral. 

 "This is an economy that's weakening at a much faster rate than most people 

expected‖ https://rumble.com/v1dx1bx-this-is-an-economy-thats-weakening-at-a-much-

faster-rate-than-most-people-e.html 

 Recession and Biden Inflation news: the economy and housing market is tanking in 

order to get the new system in place. Interest rate increased 75 bps today Thurs. 28 July! 

- Zimbabwe is fighting their inflation by using Gold Coins (effective July 25, 2022) – 

London‘s Metals Exchange has halted selling anything Gold and Silver (contracts, 

physical) 

 U.S. Federal Reserve raises interest rates by 0.75% for the second consecutive time, 

making credit cards, mortgages, and car loans more expensive in hopes Americans spend 

less in order to cool inflation. It is the fourth increase this year and will not be the last. 

https://www.disclose.tv/id/1552354513608216577/ 
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 Homeowners in China have boycotted paying their mortgages! The domino effect is 

happening now! https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-07-27/china-mortgage-boycott-

evergrande-suppliers-to-stop-bank-loans/101261020 

 China's property sales are set to plunge 30% — worse than in 2008, S&P says: 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/07/27/chinas-property-sales-set-for-a-worse-plunge-than-in-

2008-sp-says.html 

 Richard Fisher of CNBC blasts Nancy and Paul Pelosi for insider trading: 

https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1552634730432139264?s=20 

 “We‟re heading into a housing recession:” Here‟s what the NAHB CEO sees in real 

estate right now: https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/we-re-heading-into-a-

housing-recession-here-s-what-the-nahb-ceo-sees-in-real-estate-right-now-and-why-it-

spells-big-trouble-for-the-economy/ar-AA1048QK 

E. Voter Fraud: 

 Sidney Powell at Defending the Republic continues to display the Truth for all to see. 

―Until we get paper ballots, hand-counted, and citizen voter identification, we delude 

ourselves by thinking we have a Republic or that ―we the people‖ are electing our 

leaders.‖ https://defendingtherepublic.org/democrats-alleged-votes-changed-by-secret-

code-in-machines/ 

F. Jan. 6 Capitol Riot: 

 “President Trump as you know, acted before January 6th to authorize the National 

Guard, as the law requires, and then there was no request coming in from the Capitol 

police, Mayor Bowser and Pelosi.‖ The law is crystal clear: an American President 

cannot deploy the United States military domestically. Case closed... Now let‘s 

investigate Pelosi. 

G. Weather Manipulation: 

 Major emergency as heavy rains cause major floods in United Arab Emirates. 

 Iran, Isfahan, Floods 

H. Protests and Demonstrations: 

 Thurs. 28 July Netherlands - Azelo (A35 Highway) Farmers & Citizens demonstrating 

against the government by having a "barbecue" at the A35 Highway, close to Almelo. 

Both ways blocked.  https://www.ad.nl/binnenland/blokkerende-boeren-staan-gezellig-te-

barbecueen-op-a35-verkeer-mag-passeren~a5a03687/ 

 Amsterdam: This is what the media doesn‘t want you to see… massive peaceful protests 

in solidarity with the farmers. 
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I. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax Hoax: 

 San Francisco declares state of emergency over monkeypox outbreak in the city. 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/health/article/monkeypox-sf-state-of-emergency-

17335483.php 

 In her just released book Dr. Birx admits that she and Fauci lied to Trump and 

America about how to stop Covid and altered the reports. 

 They injected this poison vaccine into children as young as 0-5 before their fake EUA 

approval on June 15 even thought there were already 2000 reports on adverse reactions to 

this c—p including death!!!! 

 A hospital network in Ontario is mourning the loss of three doctors who died within 

days of one another last week. https://toronto.ctvnews.ca/ontario-hospital-network-

mourns-loss-of-three-doctors-who-died-within-a-week-1.6004215 

 The CONvid Agenda in Hindsight — a depopulation campaign unleashed a series of 

biological weapons with multiple patents. However as part of Divine intervention, 

consistent incoming higher frequencies & energies in the physical realm weakened the 

CONvid variants.  

 But even with a 99.97% survival rate, the mockingbird media, celebrity & political 

puppets, matrix corps & the medical industrial complex all pushed the same ‗deadly 

virus‘ narrative to roll out their next bio-weapon — the vaccine. 

 Normies who wanted to return to their „normal‟ life complied & acquiesced to the 

„New Normal Orders‟ — which created societal pressure for everyone else that 

disagreed or had questions & doubts of the newly created experimental vaccine. This 

allowed the CONvid agenda to pushed forward. 

 Following the push were brutal lockdowns, destruction of small businesses, heavy 

pressure for matrix employees to take the shot(s), forceful children inoculation, 

vaccine IDs & digital tracking systems.  

 Those who opposed their narrative & agenda were labeled anti-vaxxers or 

conspiracy theorist. Good doctors, lawyers, pilots & other professionals who spoke 

against it have lost their careers. Homeopathic & holistic remedies were banned from 

large retail outlets, along with heavy smear campaigns. The attacks continued on all 

levels. 

 Now there are floods of daily cases of adverse reactions & deaths. Record breaking 

amount of professional athletes that have died or have serious health conditions. The 

airline industry is in total disarray. Those that have taken multiple shots are more likely to 

catch CONvid with severity. The vaccine amplifies all diseases, illnesses & ailments, 

which allows the media to further gaslight its viewers by fabricating any stories or 

reasons for the increasingly health conditions, just not the vaccine. And that‘s where we 

are at today.  
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 UK Government admits COVID Vaccinated Children are 4423% more likely to die 

of any cause & 13,633% more likely to die of COVID-19 than Unvaccinated 

Children. https://expose-news.com/2022/07/27/uk-gov-vaccinated-children-increased-

mortality/ 

 Fully vaccinated account for 91% of COVID deaths in England - The Jewish Voice 

https://thejewishvoice.com/2022/07/fully-vaccinated-account-for-91-of-covid-deaths-in-

one-country/ 

 Canada: Govt Admits Covid App Wrongly Ordered People to Quarantine: 

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/07/24/canadian-govt-admits-travelers-

incorrectly-quarantined-due-to-app-error 

 UK Government admits COVID Vaccinated Children are 4423% more likely to die of 

any cause & 13,633% more likely to die of COVID-19 than Unvaccinated Children. The 

UK Government has quietly confirmed that the Covid-19 vaccines are killing children at 

an unprecedented rate. https://expose-news.com/2022/07/27/uk-gov-vaccinated-children-

increased-mortality/ 

 Dr. Dong: COVID Ages the Brain 20 Years—1 Way to Reverse It 

 Monkey Pox False Flag: Biden Crime Family to reap massive profits from Monkey 

Pox vaccines. As you might expect, the current White House occupant is about to rake in 

boatloads of cash from the new Monkey Pox ―vaccines‖ that are currently under 

development.The Penn Biden Center, a globalist think tank at the University of 

Pennsylvania Hospital, is receiving a flood of cash, we now know, to create the next 

wave of plandemic injections at warp speed. And as its name suggests, the Penn Biden 

Center is directly tied to the Biden Crime Family. Patrick Howley told Owen Shroyer 

during a recent live transmission of ―War Room‖ that the pharmaceutical-industrial 

complex is greasing the skids for the Biden Crime Family to profit heavily from the 

Monkey Pox false flag event that is now unfolding. ―The University of Pennsylvania, 

which hosts Joe Biden‘s think tank the Penn Biden Center and paid Joe Biden in the lead-

up to his run for president, got paid by the company Bavarian Nordic to perform a 

clinical trial on the Bavarian Nordic Monkey Pox vaccine,‖ stated an article by Howley 

that was published by National File. ―Joe Biden‘s host university profited from helping 

Bavarian Nordic develop the MVA-BN Monkey Pox vaccine.‖ 

J. Durham Report: 

 BlackRock manages $9.5 trillion in assets, helps the Fed buy bonds and is purchasing 

up houses in middle America with a cost of debt 1.5% lower than the average American 

gets. Jerome Powell is invested in BlackRock making this a major conflict of interest for 

Americans! 

K. The Real News for Thurs. 28 July 2022: 
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 DC Mayor requests National Guard Activation in order to deal with flood of illegal 

immigrants into city. 

 Biden DOJ Opens Formal Investigation Into Trump's Efforts to Overturn 2020 

Election: http://tinyurl.com/ye2auf57 

 Code breaking insights from Bo Polney: https://youtu.be/TOm7QdpuNe4 

 Allowing China to Purchase US Land Poses a Big Security Risk: 

https://thefederalist.com/2022/07/27/letting-china-purchase-us-land-poses-an-even-

bigger-national-security-risk-than-you-think/ 

 Crazy floods broke a DAM on a large river in Heilongjiang China, leaving 100,000 

people homeless: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kz9oWOTx23Q 

 Investigative journalist Glenn Greenwald reveals truth about Ukraine‘s Zelenskyy in 

brutal Twitter thread: https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-07-27-investigative-journalist-

glenn-greenwald-reveals-truth-ukraines-zelenskyy-brutal-twitter-thread.html 

 Research Shows Americans Are Most Desperate to Escape 10 Cities; They All Have 

One Thing in Common: https://resistthemainstream.org/research-shows-americans-are-

most-desperate-to-escape-10-cities-they-all-have-one-thing-in-

common/?utm_source=telegram 

L. White Hat Intel: 

 World War escalation being aggressively pushed by Biden and NATO because these 

tyrants need a food scarcity crisis to reach global depopulation milestones 

 Biden and NATO don‟t want peace in Ukraine. They need a world war in order to pick 

up their depopulation agenda that didn‘t achieve the extermination milestones they had 

hoped to achieve with covid vaccines. 

 The Covid Plandemic was launched in order to achieve two key things: 1) Rapid 

expansion of authoritarianism by terrorizing the population with covid fear, and 2) Global 

depopulation / extermination through covid vaccines which are actually gene-altering 

infertility jabs and ―clot shots.‖ These jabs also alter human DNA and result in gradual 

cancer deaths over a decade. (You will see huge spikes in cancer deaths for 2021 and 

2022 once the numbers are officially reported.) 

 Financial Analyst Edward Dowd, who works with statisticians that are analyzing CDC 

data, has concluded there are so far 1.1 million excess deaths in the United States since 

the vaccine push began. Even 1-2 billion deaths from the vaccine isn‘t enough for the 

satanic globalists 

 Unfortunately for the globalists, the vaccine extermination agenda failed to achieve 

their depopulation milestones. Although 1-2 billion people will likely die from mRNA 

vaccines over the next decade (from heart attacks, strokes, blood clots, etc.), this is 

nowhere near the 7+ billion deaths that the depopulation globalists are trying to achieve. 

 In order to achieve the much larger die-off they desire, globalists need to decimate the 

global supply chain that provides food and energy to the world. These are also 

interrelated since energy (in the form of natural gas) creates nitrogen-based fertilizer 

that‘s used to produce food. In addition, energy is a critical farm input in the form of 

diesel fuel that powers tractors and transportation trucks. 
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 City of London, Vatican, and DC are all not part of the countries they are in. They are 

independent land, owned by... the Rothschilds and globalist cartel. They are symbols of 

occult. 

 These three also have obelisks in common, which also shows that they are all 

connected by free masonry, which prays directly to the devil himself, who they call 

Lucifer, the god of good and light. They call Christ the bad guy. These deluded satanists 

are running things, which explains a lot of the negativity in the world today. The obelisk 

is phallic in its appearance and represents the male penis. It is symbolic of the Egyptian 

sun god, Ra, and is an ancient symbol of male energy and generation (G) in Freemasonry. 

See the obelisks below: 

 London Obelisk (aka Cleopatra‟s Needle): Located on the banks of the River Thames, 

this obelisk was transported to London and erected in 1878 under the reign of Queen 

Victoria. The obelisk originally stood in the Egyptian city of On, or Heliopolis (the City 

of the Sun). The Knights Templars‘ land extended to this area of the Thames, where the 

Templars had their own docks. Either side of the obelisk is surrounded by a sphinx, more 

symbolism dating back to the ancient world. 

 Vatican Obelisk: Located in St. Peter‘s Square, was moved from Egypt to its current 

location, in 1586. The circle on the ground represents the female vagina, while the 

obelisk itself is the penis. This is commonly known as occult symbolism. 

 Washington Obelisk (aka Washington Monument): Standing at 555 feet, the 

Washington Monument is the tallest obelisk in the world and also the tallest standing 

structure in Washington DC. The monument‘s cornerstone, a 12-ton slab of marble, was 

donated by the Grand Lodge of Freemasons. Like the Vatican obelisk, the Washington 

monument too is surrounded by a circle denoting the female. The reflecting pool in front 

of the monument signifies the ancient Masonic/Kabbalistic dictum, as above/so below. 

 The Three City States that control the world are sovereign, corporate entities that are 

not part of the countries they are located in, by Justin stone 

 City of London – FINANCE: Receives taxes from their subjects (slaves) in Canada and 

the United States. They design and control our financial and banking systems. 

 Vatican City – RELIGION: The Pope wants to merge all the religions into one, which 

is absolute nonsense. The Pope broke off from the truth (confusingly referred to as The 

‗Eastern Church‘ or ‗Eastern Orthodox Church‘ or ‗Orthodox Church‘ or ‗Orthodox‘) 

about 1000 years ago. 

 Washington DC – MILITARY: Death camps and stacks of black plastic coffins that 

can hold six to ten bodies each, are piled high in a long train-like fashion, as far as the 

eye can see, in the United States today. 

 Cern Switzerland, Zurich: Because CERN is the largest and most advanced nuclear and 

particle physics laboratory in the world, security at the top-secret facility is the most 

stringent on Earth. Consequently, it‘s the perfect place to hide the entrance to the one and 

only Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). 

 As originally depicted in the March 31, 2015, Truther .org report entitled “10 

Reasons Why Switzerland is Home to the CIA”, hard evidence now confirms that 

Switzerland is in fact harboring the CIA. However, exactly where CIA Headquarters is 

located within Switzerland has remained a mystery—until now. 



 In short, CERN serves as the secret entrance to CIA Headquarters which is located 

in the underwater Alpine canyons of Lake Geneva, a lake so deep it had to be explored by 

Mir 1 and Mir 2, Russian submarines which are known for their ability to dive up to 

6,000 meters (19,685 feet). 

 The notion that CERN is the secret entrance to CIA Headquarters beneath Lake 

Geneva is corroborated by the fact that as of 2013, CERN had 2,513 staff members and 

12,313 fellows, associates and apprentices, a majority of which are likely CIA personal. 

 Considering that approximately 15,000 people commute to CERN and/or CIA 

Headquarters on a daily basis, they must do so via secret underground trains as there are 

no major parking lots at CERN as seen in the aerial view of CIA Headquarters in 

Langley, Virginia. 

 Consequently, CIA Headquarters beneath Lake Geneva is only accessible via 

underground trains from CERN, and via submarines which travel through a 275 

kilometer (170 mile) subterranean tunnel which evidently begins in Genova, Italy, and 

ends in Lake Geneva. 

M. What‟s Happening Behind the Scenes: 

 Trump has confirmed that Hillary R Clinton was executed years ago (2019). The 

movie is to awaken the public. 

 Trump posted a video of HRC at Gitmo mixed with his debate against her where he 

said he would appoint a special counsel to investigate her. Trump's text: SHE KNOWS 

WHERE SHE'S GOING = 276 = CAMP JUSTICE AT GUANTANAMO BAY = The 

Real HRC Executed Years Ago = Movie For The Public Wake Up. 

 By posting at 12:04 => 124 = One You See = Body Doubles = Real 1 Executed 

 These confirmations from Trump help re-assure those in the High IQ Anon 

community that there are multiple levels of reality occurring right now. In truth, HRC 

was likely executed in 2019, but in 'the movie' HRC is alive, will soon be arrested 

publicly, tried for her crimes & sentenced accordingly.  

 In truth, Trump is likely still POTUS and we are in Devolution (Shadow Government) 

and Law Of War. In the movie, Biden is destroying America. 

N. Biden Connected to Foreign Interference in his fraudulent 2020 Election considered “An 

Act of War.” Excerpts from interviews with Juan O Savin (not word for word), Mount Report 

One and Spaceshot: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yFohIdBo2M  

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/juan-o-savin-live-updates-intel-with-spaceshot-

video-3777325.html 

 A connection between Hunter Biden and the people who were messing with the 2020 

Federal Election vote has been uncovered in the last two weeks. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yFohIdBo2M
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/juan-o-savin-live-updates-intel-with-spaceshot-video-3777325.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/juan-o-savin-live-updates-intel-with-spaceshot-video-3777325.html


 If the fraudulent vote was orchestrated by a foreign entity then that is an Act of War. 

If it was assisted through corporations, then that was Espionage and again, an Act of War. 

 The ones who were "pulling the strings" on the Biden Administration would out of 

necessity, likely choose to move him aside.... and will try to move Kamala into his place, 

but already there were plenty of people ready to challenge Kamala's authority to be 

President based on her "Birth History". 

 Nancy Pelosi has said numerous times that she is going to be the President. 

 There are certain thresholds that have to take place that clearly define who has the 

legal authority to ultimately act – the people in the Shadow Government, or the Military 

guys who have been locked up in Cheyenne Mountain since 2021. 

 The Military has done their own investigation on Voter integrity in the 2020 Election 

and found Foreign Interference, mainly by the Chinese Communist Party. On 11 March 

2021, 45 days after the Jan. 20 2021 Biden inauguration, the US government was flipped 

to operate under Military Law. This included activation of the Strategic Air Command 

that operates under a ―Q Clearance.‖  

 Shortly there was going to be a very difficult time, but it won‘t last long. It will not be 

years, but weeks and months. Everything has to take place by the end of August. On 3 

Sept. 2022 at midnight they can destroy all vote information from the fraudulent 2020 

Federal Election. 

O. Michael Richard Pompeo is an American politician, diplomat, and businessman who served 

under President Donald Trump as director of the Central Intelligence Agency from 2017 to 2018 

and as the 70th United States secretary of state from 2018 to 2021. 

 The Biden Crime Family Is Finally Going Down. Mike Pompeo published a never-

seen-before video of Biden‘s son on his private Telegram Channel and it will be removed 

very soon. The video is live only 24 hours. https://t.me/+suOvdoXBv7xlYzA0 

P. According to Nathaniel Rothschild, heir to the Rothschild family fortune…“Without 

Ukraine, the global order may not survive.” 

 This is a RED ALERT PANIC CALL to fellow globalists saying that if the Ukraine 

were to fall, then so would the NEW WORLD ORDER. [They] are literally BEGGING 

for military reinforcements from other globalist nation states to aid in ―saving‖ Ukraine 

for the NWO agenda…This is incredibly telling, especially knowing about the US funded 

BioLabs there. Preventing next Plandemic, perhaps? 

 He also said that Xi was a “close second” to being the ―world‘s most dangerous man‖ 

next to Putin. That confirms my belief regarding Xi…George Soros said the same thing. 

That is NOT coincidental.  

 It should be ABUNDANTLY CLEAR by now that Putin, and Xi are single handedly 

DESTROYING the NWO, and [they] are ABSOLUTELY TERRIFIED about it 

Q. The origins and purpose of the Q Military Intelligence Qperation:  

Hunting Times: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/5208 

HerQs: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/5206 

https://t.me/+suOvdoXBv7xlYzA0
https://t.me/SpecialQForces/5208
https://t.me/SpecialQForces/5206


Military Tribute: https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/10520 

Coming Home: https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/10521 

R. DUMBS, Underground Tunnels and Satan Worship through Child Sex and Torture 

Trafficking: https://memetrunk.com/jfk-jr/post/deep-underground-military-bases-were-

connected-with-advanced-tunnels-and-UVK5nFKriXvA3mB 

 Deep Underground Military Bases were connected with advanced tunnels and to 

underground cities. Where they housed cloning facilities where Humans were bred in 

captivity, harvesting them for their Pineal Gland and Adrenochrome.  

 A complex underworld with facilities designed for their evil purposes, tied into 

trafficking - where do 8 million children go missing yearly?  

 One of these hub entrances was at Epstein Island, where they used their Project 

MKULTRAs and blackmail recordings of their torture, rapes and killings. 

S. From a Petro Dollar to the Global Currency Reset: 

 On Thurs. 28 July CERN turns on for four years, while for the first time, Zimbabwe 

issues their gold currency, essentially a bridge to a Gold Standard for 209 nations that 

have now officially joined the Global Currency Reset.  

 The petrodollar system was tied to the history of the Gold Standard. After World War 

II, the United States supposedly held most of the world's supply of gold. It agreed to 

redeem any U.S. dollar for its value in gold if the other countries pegged their currencies 

to the dollar. Those countries signed onto this deal at the 1944 Bretton Woods 

Conference. 

 The reality was that the petro-dollar was born and became the "world reserve 

currency" when Kissinger essentially said "Hey, we have this worthless paper not backed 

by anything so we'll offer you guys our military protection (most advanced at the time) in 

exchange for you making every nation pay for your oil in US dollars." 

 As of now the two biggest suppliers of oil (Saudi and Russia) are both gold backed, 

meaning if any nation wants an economy they'll need to use a gold-backed currency to 

get it oil to run their economy, at least until zero-point/clean energy tech is fully 

disclosed.  

 Therefore, a global gold-standard is imminent and no matter where you go, gold is 

gold is gold implying a full currency reset back to a 1:1 exchange rate globally.  

 Meaning those Zimbabwe notes that have been hyper-inflated (say the trillion dollar 

Zim note that barely covers their monthly food bill) will be worth a lot - an unfathomable 

amount, along with the Iraqi Dinar, Russian Ruble and other currencies.  

 The meek shall inherent the earth at that point. Third World countries are only poor 

because they have the most riches and have been oppressed, pillaged, plundered and 

https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/10520
https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/10521
https://memetrunk.com/jfk-jr/post/deep-underground-military-bases-were-connected-with-advanced-tunnels-and-UVK5nFKriXvA3mB
https://memetrunk.com/jfk-jr/post/deep-underground-military-bases-were-connected-with-advanced-tunnels-and-UVK5nFKriXvA3mB


stripped of them by the Khazarian-Roman-British empire's dominance that has created a 

system of usury which in modern times hinges on the US dollar existing.  

 There are Humanitarian Trusts that have been hoarded for longer than we'd ever 

guess. Birth bonds backing them (strawman bonds). Lucis Trust, Saint Germain Trust and 

Cestui Que Vie Trust all compiled, pending to be redistributed back to the world's 

population after the Global Currency Reset takes place. 

T. Must Watch Videos: 

 Thurs. 28 July Situation Update: The End of the World as We Know it Time's Up! - 

White Hat Intel & Latest In The Midst Of The Storm News | Beyond Science | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com)  https://rumble.com/v1dy4d7-situation-update-72822.html 

CHINA THREATENS US IF PELOSI VISITS TAIWAN, GRASSLEY NEXT IN LINE, 

TRUMP SPEECH IN DC, SYMBOLIC VICTORIES, GLOBALISTS 

ORGANIZATIONS, VT INTEL, MARBURG VIRUS, FLOODS IN CHINA, TEHRAN, 

DUTCH FARMERS, MSM LIES, ELDERS SIGNED GOLD RELEASE, JAB TRIALS 

A FRAUD AND MORE. 

 Wed. 27 July Situation Update: Situation Update: The Coming Black Swan Event 

Imminent! Banking Collapse Could Trigger Black Swan Event! FBI Corruption Exposed! 

Clinton/Obama/CIA Hired Terrorists! Obamagate! - We The People News | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 28 July Situation Update Mike Adams: Situation Update, July 28, 2022 - Fed 

Rate Hike To Unleash AVALANCHE Of Home Foreclosures & Market Drops! - Mike 

Adams Must Video | Economy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 28 July Fulford Report: Ben Fulford Mega Update 7/28: United States 

Corporation Will Be Dismantled Says CIA Source, Western Starvation Blackmail Card 

Removed, Switzerland The Root Cause Of All World Terrorism, Klaus Schwab Monster, 

WHO Tedros Group Listed In Gov't Global Terrorism Database, Planetary Liberation 

Unstoppable!! | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 26 July Update, Juan O Savin: Juan O' Savin: Live Updates & Intel With 

Spaceshot!! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

U. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill‟s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

https://beforeitsnews.com/beyond-science/2022/07/the-end-of-the-world-as-we-know-it-times-up-white-hat-intel-latest-in-the-midst-of-the-storm-news-2454705.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/beyond-science/2022/07/the-end-of-the-world-as-we-know-it-times-up-white-hat-intel-latest-in-the-midst-of-the-storm-news-2454705.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/beyond-science/2022/07/the-end-of-the-world-as-we-know-it-times-up-white-hat-intel-latest-in-the-midst-of-the-storm-news-2454705.html
https://rumble.com/v1dy4d7-situation-update-72822.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/situation-update-the-coming-black-swan-event-imminent-banking-collapse-could-trigger-black-swan-event-fbi-corruption-exposed-clintonobamacia-hired-terrorists-obamagate-we-the-people-news-3636529.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/situation-update-the-coming-black-swan-event-imminent-banking-collapse-could-trigger-black-swan-event-fbi-corruption-exposed-clintonobamacia-hired-terrorists-obamagate-we-the-people-news-3636529.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/situation-update-the-coming-black-swan-event-imminent-banking-collapse-could-trigger-black-swan-event-fbi-corruption-exposed-clintonobamacia-hired-terrorists-obamagate-we-the-people-news-3636529.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/situation-update-the-coming-black-swan-event-imminent-banking-collapse-could-trigger-black-swan-event-fbi-corruption-exposed-clintonobamacia-hired-terrorists-obamagate-we-the-people-news-3636529.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/economy/2022/07/situation-update-july-28-2022-fed-rate-hike-to-unleash-avalanche-of-home-foreclosures-market-drops-mike-adams-must-video-3065025.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/economy/2022/07/situation-update-july-28-2022-fed-rate-hike-to-unleash-avalanche-of-home-foreclosures-market-drops-mike-adams-must-video-3065025.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/economy/2022/07/situation-update-july-28-2022-fed-rate-hike-to-unleash-avalanche-of-home-foreclosures-market-drops-mike-adams-must-video-3065025.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/ben-fulford-mega-update-united-states-corporation-will-be-dismantled-says-cia-source-western-starvation-blackmail-card-removed-switzerland-the-root-cause-of-all-world-terrorism-klaus-schwab-monste-3777423.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/ben-fulford-mega-update-united-states-corporation-will-be-dismantled-says-cia-source-western-starvation-blackmail-card-removed-switzerland-the-root-cause-of-all-world-terrorism-klaus-schwab-monste-3777423.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/ben-fulford-mega-update-united-states-corporation-will-be-dismantled-says-cia-source-western-starvation-blackmail-card-removed-switzerland-the-root-cause-of-all-world-terrorism-klaus-schwab-monste-3777423.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/ben-fulford-mega-update-united-states-corporation-will-be-dismantled-says-cia-source-western-starvation-blackmail-card-removed-switzerland-the-root-cause-of-all-world-terrorism-klaus-schwab-monste-3777423.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/ben-fulford-mega-update-united-states-corporation-will-be-dismantled-says-cia-source-western-starvation-blackmail-card-removed-switzerland-the-root-cause-of-all-world-terrorism-klaus-schwab-monste-3777423.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/juan-o-savin-live-updates-intel-with-spaceshot-video-3777325.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/juan-o-savin-live-updates-intel-with-spaceshot-video-3777325.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
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Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc‘s CIA, 

Queen Elizabeth‘s, Illuminati Banking families‘ and Vatican‘s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult 

on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by 

this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It‘s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖ 

V. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff‘s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There‘s certainly no help from US or other nation‘s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

W. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within these 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
http://www.calledtorescue.org/


Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

X. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

Y. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

https://ourrescue.org/
https://savinginnocence.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
https://trafficking.help/us/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/actionline
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 28, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 27, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 27, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 26, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 25, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 24, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 23, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 22, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 22, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 21, 2022 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/28/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-28-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/27/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-july-27-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/27/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-27-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/26/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-26-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/25/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-25-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/23/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-23-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/22/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-july-21-2022-2/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/22/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-21-2022-2/
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